JULY 2016

David Torres’s FT‐17 Vignette in 1/35th scale
Wow! In June, less than 20 at the meeting and in July almost 40 with one new visitor, one old visitor that is now
a new member and many returnees that have been TDY or out of the loop some way or the other.
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Same scene, other side

Kenyon Souflee joined our group. He had visited some months back and returned with his dues ready to join us.
Welcome. Matthew Lathim and his bride Briteny and two sons were visitors. We welcome them and hope that
they return. Arron Bowyers and his two sons returned and Aaron brought his first model that he had built since
he was 19. David Torres was back with an outstanding WWI model. Jack Callaway was back and it was good to
see him. Jose C Diaz returned after some months and it was good to see him. Welcome back.
The Bassett show is back and we will display for our 51st time on the mall. The date is Saturday, August 13, 2016.
Set up will be at 8:00 a.m. with the tables ready to set out models by 8:30 or so. We will have 14 8x2 foot tables
and one just a wee bit short of 8 feet. As space is limited, your participation will be assured by signing up at the
next meeting. Dust off those models and come and spend the day talking and having a great time, Eight hours of
modeling fun.
Roy Lingle donated a couple of armor kits that sold outright and we were able to add a few dollars to our funds.
Steve Herren took some 46 pictures of the meeting, resized them and did some photo shopping on those that
needed to be photo shopped. On top of that, he had them ready by Sunday evening after the meeting. Thanks,
Steve.
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s
Calosa Delgado’s P‐61 in 1/48th

Steve also got some really nice comments from Fred Horky, the retired officer and gentleman that sends the
newsletters to the other IPMS chapters on his photography in the June issue of the GLUE.

Kenyon Souflee’s 1/144th scale Revell 787
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Matthew Lathim’s Me 262

John Estes showed some canopies that had been painted and some with the tape used to mask them still on a
couple of the canopies at the request of a modeler that was having some difficulties getting his methods to work.
John also filled some seams and cleaned them up with IA‐91%. Thanks to Salvador Samaniego for bringing the
isopropyl alcohol. Next month john will show how the paint was restored over the seams and how little detail
was lost. This demo was done by request. John also explained his method for getting a smooth sprayed base coat
on his demo model.

Richard Macias’s Monogram B‐36 too big for the photo booth
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Roger Gutierrez’s 91 T‐Bird

Richard Macias reminded me that the club needs to get some more of our shirts and preferably before the
Bassett show. I will check on this as soon as possible. Shirts should be about $20.00.
Dues are still $15.00 with one half of the year gone.
On the Tables
Richard Wongsing brought two Eudard kits to show. He had a 1/48th scale F6F‐3 Hellcat and a Bf109G‐6 as a WIP.
Rick mentioned that someone told him that there were better kits of the two types, but he replied that he would
stick with the Eduard releases as he liked the way they looked when finished. Different strokes for different folks.
Nice.
Carl Webster, now know as Grand Pa Carl brought an M6 Linebacker, a Wiesel with Tow, a Wiesel with a chain
gun and an Israeli Defense Force Chaparral all in 1/35th scale. No kit info provided. I am not real sure of any of
this until I see the pictures as there ere several odd spellings and I am not that great with late armor titles.
David Torres brought a Ming FT‐17 1/35th scale tank with Tamiya WWII infantry converted back to WWI French
Infantry using the ICM French equipment set. He added those items to a Mini‐Art ruined church plus some added
interior with the stained glass window scratch built by David. My selection for the page one slot of this issue.
Well done.
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Richard Wongsing’s 1/48th scale F6F‐3 Hellcat
Kenyon Souflee, our newest addition to our membership list brought three models to show. He had a Tamiya
1/48th scale F‐16C, a 1/48th scale Tamiya F‐117A and An “Aero Mexico” 1/144th scale Revell 787. I think he stated
that the “Aero Mexico” decals were tough to apply. He F‐16 and ‐117 had very nice interiors which I think were
Eduard.

Arron Boywer’s 1/48th Spitfire II in 1/48th scale
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Jim Davis’s F‐4’s

Richard Macias brought his latest effort, a B‐36 in 1/72nd scale built from the Monogram kit. The model took up
the entire photo set up. Steve Herren decided that he should have taken the picture on a table, instead of in the
photo box.
Roger Gutierrez brought a “91” Thunderbird in 1/24th?? Scale. I am not familiar with the title Motorcraft so I will
need to check the pictures to add any information.

Carl Websters Armor
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Kai Garcia’s C‐in C 1/4800 scale Ships

One of visitors Matthew Lathim brought an Me 262A‐1a in 1/48th scale. He did not provide info but I think he
used the Revell kit.
Kai Garcia brought a series of war gaming models. He gave no scale, but those that he provided the scale for
were 1/4800. He had a Halo Fleet Battles UNSC Flight Tokens LongSword Bomber, a Pelican Drop ship and a
Broad Sword Intercepter and a Sabre Intercepter. From the Flame of War Series, a late war German pioneer
vehicle.. From the C in C series in 1/4800th scale: the Battleship Scharnhorst, the Cruiser Koln, the Pocket
Battleship Graf Spee, The destroyers Mass, Narvick, and the Cruiser Prinz Eugen. All were works in Progress.

Kai’s Flame of War Pioneer vehicle

Jim Davis had three F‐4C’s in three different scales. His 1/48th scale was built from the Monograms kit, the 1/72nd
scale F‐4was built from the Fujimi kit and the 1/100th scale kit was a Tamiya F‐4K/M kit which he converted back
to a C. The color scheme was the early Gull Grey over white.
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Richard Wongsing’s 1/48th scale Bf109G‐6 as a WIP.

Kenyon Souflee’s F‐117

Kenyon’s F‐16
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Kai Garcia’s Halo Fleet Battles UNSC Flight Series

The Folks at the Meeting

Alex waiting on Roger

Lathim boys

Rick,

Matthew

Mike

Britney

Carlos

Gus

Jack

Jim

Richard

Mike
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More Folks:

David Sal’s Diorama

Roger Aaron

Joe

Roy

Clifford’s Lincoln on the box

Bob Arron’s son John Paul

Clifford and a Webster
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Keeping an eye on Dad’s model

There was no picture of Sal Samaniego’s large Diorama and none of his other models and I may e
to blame for that. Sal went home (he lives very close to the church) at least twice during the
meeting, once to get some isopropyl Alcohol 91% so that I could proceed with a demo in
progress. Thanks Sal.
Meet Roy Lingle:
Roy is retired from the Marines, the Army and the Border Patrol I I am correct. He had a stroke
at the end of last year and has only missed one meeting because of it. He is one of our main
“Treadheads” and has participated in many of the Bassett shows. He was our liaison with the
Wounded Warrior Unit at Ft. Bliss. He has volunteered at the Ft. Bliss Museum and has an
extensive collection of armor models.

Our next meeting is on August 7, 7000 Edgemere, St. Paul’s Methodist Church @ 2:00

